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Songs of lust, lost love, suffering, shopping at K-Mart, ambient hallucinations, fairy tales, death and the

existence of God, and a few surprises tossed in to tantalize your eclectic musical tastes. 10 MP3 Songs

SPOKEN WORD: With Music, POP: Quirky Details: A review of "Blue Light Love" by G-Man, appearing in

the North Hollywood Reporter in May of 2003 Writer and chanteuse Leslie Waller (founder and CEO of

lamusicproductions.com) leads this delightful excursion into the heights of human darkness and the

depths of soulful light. Sound contradictory? Well, duh. Songs, spoken word, ambient rock, and a farewell

to artistic convention are the order of the day. Or night. This is one of those

peel-back-the-layers-of-meaning types of albums, with each listen taking you further into your own heart

and further out beyond the normal reaches of your mind. Exquisitely written and performed, "Blue Light

Love" by Incantare is a masterstroke. (Oh, yes, "incantare" means to recite magical words," and there

simply could not be a more appropriate name for this very lovely project. ************************** About

Leslie: see lamusicproductionsand incantare.com ************************** About the tracks: Renegade

High heels. Downtown. L.A.: A dangerous place to play. Commit the Crime A lusty rock rap...you'll like

this one! Aching for You Talk to me, darlin'...a blues shuffle when you want your lover to communicate

Longing for the Future in Your Face A spoken word poem about holding on to love Blue Light Love A girl

finds love at K-Mart on aisle three. Funny! Sweet Oblivion A lament for lost love...cinematic feel... The

Fever A fast-paced hallucination that includes a trip to the stars. Featuring Annette Zilinskas, vocals. The

White Light/Trying to Find You A trippy meditation on death and the existence of God. Listen to it while

looking at a ceiling fan. Questions (Stop this Holy War A commentary on religious war and hypocracy

One Last Kiss A piano/cello duo with a fairy tale feel...inspired by the movie "Farewell My Concubine"
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